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Abstract 

The neoclassical theory of induced technological innovations, pioneered by 

Hayami and Ruttan, has shown that changes in relative factor prices help ex

plain the bias of technological change. We show in this paper that, when 

transactions costs on labor and land exist, structural and political factors 

are additional important determinants of the bias of technology. The size of 

the research budget, average farm size, and inequality in the distribution of 

farm sizes are econometrically shown to all add to relative prices in explain

ing the bias of technology. A larger research budget is, in particular, ob

served to lead to a bias more congruent with democratic rules of public budget 

allocation. 



TRANSACTIONS COSTS AND COLLECTIVE ACTION APPROAOI TO 
INDUCED INNOVATION 

The neoclassical theory of induced technological innovations (NCTITI) has 

proved to be effective in providing a first approximation to the explanation 

of the bias of technological change. It has, for example, enabled Hayami and 

Ruttan to explain why the United States and Jaoan have followed such sharply 

contrasted technological paths. 

As in other neoclassical formulations, the NCTITI postulates the existence 

of perfect markets for all factors and products and, hence, the absence of 

market failures and transactions costs. Efficiency in the allocation of re

sources is unaffected by the personal distribution of assets. Changes in 

relative factor scarcities are uniquely translated in changes in relative fac

tor prices. Technological innovations are guided hy the quest for saving on 

the factor that becomes relatively more expensive. When technological innova

tions are public goods, the state responds to farmers' demands for cost-saving 

technological innovations by allocating research budgets toward increasing the 

productivity of this particular factor~ Because markets are perfect, all 

farmers have the same demand for a specific bias of technological change, and 

the state responds to this unique demand. There, consequently, exist no con

flicts among farmers in their demands for technological innovations, and the 

state is able to respond indiscriminatively to these demands. 

Recent studies by Stiglitz and others have amply demonstrated how the 

introduction of transactions costs into rational choice models implies that 

the personal distribution of assets affects the optimum allocation of re

sources. Transactions costs have their origin in the possihility of oopor

tunistic behavior in transactions among individuals. Thev include such costs 

as the gathering of information and the negotiation, suoervision, and 
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enforcement of contracts. If, for example, hired lahor tends to shirk, 

supervision costs must be incurred. The nrice of a unit of effective labor 

will, consequentlv, rise as the nurnher of hired workers relative to familv 

labor increases, i.e., in general with farm size. A transactions cost on 

land, originating in a fixed cost on land sales or rentals, imnlies that the 

effective price of land declines with farm size. 

tie show, in this paoer, how the introduction of transactions costs on 

labor and land implies that the optimum technological bias is no longer unique 

but varies systematically across farm sizes. Oifferent classes of farmers and 

an autonomous state that maximizes sectoral value added will, consequently, 

all have different demands for an ootimum technological bias. <\s ooposed to 

state neutrality in the NCTITI, the mechanisms of decision-making hv the state 

become key determinants of the hias of technological change. The relative 

effectiveness of lobbies of small and large farmers and the degree of relative 

autonomy of the state are the hargaining mechanisms through which the bias of 

technological change is established. In addition to orices, as evidenced by 

NCTITI, structural and political factors are thus also fundamental determi

nants of the bias of technological change. 

The Basic Model 

Agricultural technology can usefully he contrasted between land-saving and 

labor-saving innovations embodied in capital. To reflect this structure of 

technology, we use a two-level CES ororluction function as follows: 

A .. \ \ l -p -o J- l/o 
X.\ = a A + (1 - a) (Rr. r.) 
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[ -p -p ]-1/p 
XL = f3 L L + ( 1 - 13) (EM \.f) L L 

where O = agricultural outnut; XA (•)="land" innut index; XL(•)= "labor" 

input index; A= land; L = labor; F = landsaving capital (fertilizer); and M = 

labor-saving capital (machinery). 

BF = 6()..F e B), EM = E[t..M(l - a) l'.\] efficiency parameters where 

B = research budget;.:\. = productivity parameter, i = F, \.f; and a = allocation 
. 1 

of budget B between EF and 1¾· cr = elasticity of substitution hetween XA and 

XL; crA = elasticity of substitution between A and EF F; ann crL = elasticity of 

substitution between Land EMM. 

Based on estimations of Kaneda and others, crA and a L are observed to he 

larger than cr and all elasticities are less than one. With transactions costs 

in access to labor and land, the farm-level prices of these inputs vary as 

follows: 

w = w(L), w' > 0, w"< 0 

r = r(A), r' < 0, r" > 0 

while the prices of output (p), fertilizer (f), and machinery (m), are 

constant. 

The farm operator maximizes profit under a credit constraint, K(A), deter

mined by the size of ownership unit ~- Credit availability constrains total 

expenditure on inputs, including the rental of land. With constant returns to 

scale, the credit consLraint determines the level of output. The farmer's 

problem is thus: 

MaxA,L,F,M p Q(A, L, F, \f; F.F' FM) - (rA + wL + fF + m\f) 

subject to rA ·+ wL + fF + rn\f < K(A) 

and w = w(L), r = r(A). 
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The optimum levels of factor use are 

A, L, F, M = f(p, f, m, ~, Ei, i = F, ~). 

Optimal Technological Bias hy Farm Size 

The farm-level model introduced previously is used to define the demand 

for technological change that would emerge from a homogeneous group of farms. 

Keeping exogenous the decision on the size of the research hudget ~, there is 

an optimal allocation e of this budget between research on landsaving and on 

laborsaving technological changes which maximizes farm profit. It is cieter

mined by including e as a decision variable of the farm ooerator in the 

maximization problem. Since land and labor costs (and, consequently, factor 

use), depend on the size of ownership unit A, 0 will also he found to vary 

with A. In the general case, the solution for 0 cannot he separated from 

the solution for the levels of factor ~seas they are jointly determined. 

Taking land and labor prices as explicit functions of A, rather than as func

tions of the levels of factor use L and A, greatly simolifies the exoosition 

of the problem since it allows decisions on factor use and on optimal techno

logical change to be taken sequentially. The analysis which follows is hased 

on this simplified model. In that case, the optimal levels of factor nse and 

the corresponding unit cost f•mction (c) associated with the two-level CES 

production function cau he explicitly written as functions of the exogenous 

factor prices (m and f), landownership (A), and the efficiency narameters 

c = c[ r(A), w(A), f, m, F.. ] • 
l 

Total production and profit are direct fnnctinns of t'1e 11ni t cost: 
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Q = Kie, 

profits=(~ - 1) K. 

e derives from minimizing the cost c, 

min c[r(A), w(A), f, m, E/0, B), 
e 

i = F,L]. 

The solution to this optimization nroblem shows that the optimum 

technological bias is a function of relative factor prices as follows (see 

de Janvry, Sadoulet, and Fafchamps): 

e = e(+f/r, -m/w, ++r/w, B), 

where++ indicates that the impact of an increasing r/w dominates that of a 

decreasing f/r if coming from a change in r only. The demand for technologi

cal change originating in large farms which face higher transactions costs on 

labor and lower transactions costs on land will be biased toward improvement 

of mechanization which can substitute for labor. By contrast, the demand by 

small farmers will be biased toward land-saving technological change. Rising 

prices of machinery reinforce the technological bias toward large farmers' 

demands, and rising prices of fertilizer reinforce it toward small farmers' 

demands. 

The optimum factor ratios can also he rleriverl as follows: 

F/A = f(-f/r, -e, -B), 

M/L ·= f(-m/w, +0, -B), 

A/L = f(-r/w, +f/r, -m/w, -8, R), 

Identification of the role of induced technological change nn fnctor 

ratios derives from these expressions and the rleterminnnts n f u·: 
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(i) While direct substitution between fertilizer and land resnonds only 

to the relative nrice of these two inputs, technological change introduces an 

increase in relative fertilizer use when the price of machinery or the level 

of wages increase since less research is then devoted to increase fertilizer 

efficiency. 

(ii) In the land-labor ratio, direct substitution and the impact of tech

nological change counteract each other. From simnle substitutahilitv, an 

increase in the fertilizer nrice generates direct substitution of land for 

fertilizer and thus a higher land use ner worker. Technological clianrre 

response, by contrast, increases research in fertilizer efficiency leading to 

lower use of both factors, land and fertilizer, :md of tlie land ag:qreg,ite. 

The State, Lobbying, and Technologic,il Change 

Differences in relative factor use are brought about if relative factor 

costs vary from farm to farm due to transactions costs. In this case, the 

size of operation determined by the credit constraint will also affect the 

relative factor costs and, therefore, the research budget allocation preferred 

by individual farmers. Global output response to various levels of 8 will 

now be the a~gregation over all farms of differentiated impacts. In that 

sense, the way access to credit is distributed across farms will matter for 

choice by the state of an optimal e. 

tl/hile each farm's demand for a specific ~ias of technological change is 

dictated hy its own nrofit motive, the state, which nrovi<les technolorric:1l 

change as a public _good, has its own objective in the choice of hias. \fini

mizing food cost through a maximum sectoral 011to11t, insuring a mini1J111m level 

of profit for sma 11 farmers, :rnd underwriting the techno logic:i l clem:-in<ls of the 
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large farmers are alternative nossihle objectives for t~e state. To each 

corresponds a different optimal allocation 0 of the research hudget. 

This model of induced technological innovations with transactions costs 

shows that, across regions or countries, technological change will he sensihly 

different from what would have been expected on the hasis of market factor 

prices alone with a greater bias toward mechanical innovations where average 

farm size is larger. It also indicates the need for a change in the orienta

tion of research if any tranformation of the pattern of landownership is 

happening or envisaged. 

lthile the effect of average farm size on the technological hias can he 

derived analytically, the effect of inequality in the distrihution of farm 

sizes (dA) requires numerical simulation (de .Janvry, Sadoulet, and Fafchamos). 

The results show that, keening the average farm size constant, an increase in 

inequality reflected by a higher Gini coefficient leads to a 0 that is 

smaller than the one computed on the basis of the average farm--that is for 

Gini = O. 

In other words, the results tell us that trying to estimate the optimum 

research budget allocation on the basis of the average farm size without pav

ing attention to land distribution leads to a bias. This bias always goes in 

"' the same direction: the true e is geared toward a more laborsaving or less 

landsaving technology, that is, closer to the interests of large farmers. In 

fact, the bias can never be in favor of small farmers. This means that ine

quality in ass~ts distribution combined 1vith failures in factor markets can 

account for at least part of the unexnlained bias in Favor of mechani::;ition 

observed by Hayami and Ruttan. This calls for ;idding asset rlistrih11tion :is .1n 

explanatory variable when testing for indllced technoloC!ic;il ch:inQ:8. 
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The farm model has shown that, with transactions costs, different grouns 

of farmers have diverging interests concerning technological change. Thev 

will likely, therefore, try to affect the research effort in favor of their 

own optimal technological hias. 

The state maximizes its utility which is a weighted average of its own 

objective goal of sectoral outout maximization ;ind the utility derived from 

making concessions to the lobbies of the different classes of farmers. This 

is equivalent to 

Maxi.. 1 [aK(A) f(A) + bg(A)Jd!\. 
0 A. c(e, A) 

In this model, the structure of the negotiating nrocess and the efficiencv 

of lobbying are comoletely summarized by the hargaining intensity function 

g(A) and by the weights a and bin the state's objective f11nction. 

A negotiating structure in which the power of a class of farmers is pro

portional to the size of their operational units or credit is characterized hy 

g(A) = KOO f(A). 

The lobbying model then reduces to the state ootimal oolicy of maximizing sec

toral cutout. 

A more "democratic" decision process which gives equal power to all 

farmers regardless of their farm sizes is reoresented bv 

,g(.i\) = f(A). 

Relative to the state's optimum for sectoral outnut maximization, the outcome 

will clearly be a bias toward the demand of sm;il l farmers for technological 

change. 
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By contrast, if lobbying power is determined hy the cohesion of a group 

and its ahility to control free riding, nower will he inversely related to the 

number of farmers in the groun. In this case, 

g(A) = K(A) • f(A)/f(A) = T<(iD. 

This lobbying model tvill induce a strong bias in the state's decision toward 

the requests of the large farmers. 

Using numerical analysis, we can simulate the impact that various specifi

cations of the bargaining process have on the optimum e. rJsi.ng as a func

tional form 

g(A) = rf(A) f(K) 

with cr = .2, crL = aA = .7, Gini of land distribution= 0.5, for the bargaining 

function and leaving aside the state's own objective (a= O, h = 1), we obtain: 

a e Type of bargaining 

0 • 63 Democracy g(A) = f(AJ 

0.5 .52 

1 .44 State ootimum 

1.5 .38 

2 .33 

a= 1 and f(A) = 1 .27 Lobhying i:!(AJ = K(A) 

-While the state's optimum biases technology away from e = • 5 toward the 

technological interests of the large farmers(~= .44), ~ rlemocratic hnr

gaining structure can lead to ootimal research lmdeet nl locations tli~ t ·1rc 

favorable to srnal l farmers (1J = • 63). By contrast, collective :1ct ion '"hen 

the effectiveness nf lobbies is inversely nronortionnl tn ~he ~i:::c r)f .:l.iss 
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membership will further distort technological biases toward tlie interests of 

the large farmers (e = .27). 

We thus conclude that, once transactions costs are taken into account to 

make technological demands farm-class specific, the mechanisms of decision 

making at the level of the state become important determinants of the hias of 

technological change. The efficacy of collective action and the degree of 

autonomy of the state are thus essential components of a theorv of induced 

technological innovations. 

Empirical Test: Prices vs. ~tructure 

C 

To estimate the relationship between factor ratios, relative factor 

prices, and structural variables (average farm size, inequality in tlie 

distribution of farm sizes, and size of the research budget), we use 

international data for 18 more- and less-develoned countries in 1970. 

The results obtained in table 1 are strikingly consistent with theory, 

both in the price and structural determinants of differences in factor ratios 

across countries. They show that structural variables are indeed important in 

exolaining factor biases in induced technological innovations. In particular, 

larger farms and/or more inequality in the distribution of farm sizes decrease 

the bias toward landsaving technological chan_ge (F/A and F/M) while enhancing 

the bias toward laborsaving technological change (M/L) and the land/labor 

ratio. The direction of the imnact of the size of the research hudqet on the 

bias of induced innovations could not he oredicted hy theory. 

A surprising result is that the size of the research httdget ner acre of 

arable land tends to increase the technological hias tmmrd lnn<lsaving tech

nological change and away from laborsaving teclinological ch,rnge. This h.::is 

three possible explanations. One is ti-int, r1s the c.im11l:1tion rcs11lts renortcrl 



Table 1. Determinants of Factor Ratios: International Comnarison 

f Ill r A dA H R2 log - log - log - A r w w 

-2.84 .59 -.0() cl - .06 HO I Farmland .79 
(2.93)h (. 62) (1.02) (1. 97) (2.48) 

log F/A 
-1.35 -.38 - . 3~) -.02 69 

A.rahle land . 89 
(2.36) (. 67) (.67) (1. 94) (2.26) 

-1.ll -1.13 -.57 
/Farmland .88 

(1.24) (1.29) ( .66) 

log M/L 
-1. lO -1.12 -.60 

Arable land . 89 
(1.31) ( 1. 34) ( .73) I .... .... 

.41 -.32 -.:n .oz -80 I I Farmland .92 
(.87) (. 74) ( .SO) (5.49) c-z.sc;) 

log <\/L 
-.21 - .10 -.28 .04 -35 

Arah1e land . 91 
(. 63) (.32) ( .82) (5.88) (2.00) 

-.78 1.4 7 - • \17 -.OS 
Farmland . 71 

F/M I 
(1. 53) (2.71) (J.87) (2.33) 

I ".I! 
-.7CJ I ..1 l - • 91 -.OS 

,\rnh1e land . • 71 
(1. 59) (2.75) (1. 87) (2.33) 

an1a11ks indicate that the coefficient of the corresponding structural variable (A, dA, B/A) is not ., 
significantly different from zero at a 95 percent confidence level. 

'>r·· · 1,f!llf~S in parentheses are t-ratios. 
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above have shown, allocation of the research budget is biased toward labor

saving technological change (e < 0.5). Both the state's optimum choice and 

successful lobbying by large farmers have, indeed, shown to he hiased toward 

laborsaving. A rising research budget may, however, relax this bias as it 

allows to accorrnnodate the demands of all farmers without exclusion. Another 

exolanation is that there exists an innate bias in research toward laborsaving 

technological change which also implies a laborsaving hias that onlv decreases . ~. .. ' . 

with rising research hudgets. Finally, it may well be that research on mech

anical innovations is principally funded by the nrivate sector, since it is 

easily patentable, while research on biological innovations, which is more of 

a public good, is funded by the nublic sector. Since the research hudget used 

here is for public sector research, the observed association between hudget 

size and land-sav~ng bias is not surprising. In any case, the results unequi-

vocably show that larger research budgets lead to technological biases closer 

to those corresponding to more democratic (pro small farms) decision mech

anisms in the farm sector. 
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